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BURNINGS:

PERSONAL, HISTORI CAL & LEGAL PERSPECTIVES
When people hear about "cross
burnings" they envision a 1950's gang of
white c apped red-necks in the deep
south terrorizing African-American
families. They don't think about a 1990
cross burning in the yard of an African
American family on the East side of St.
Paul. However this program was based
on just this incident which occurred the
summer of 1990 when a seventeen year
old (R.A.V.) and one of his friends
burned a cross in the middle of the night
in front of the home of Laura and Russell
Jones and their five children. Within
days R.A.V. was arrested and charged
with the city's hate-crime ordinance.
The Martin Luther King Jr. Program
dealt not only with the legality of the
hate-crime ordinance but also with the
personal and historical aspects of cross
burning.
It was difficult to believe that a man of
the first speaker's credentials, Cljnton C.
Collin Jr. , could have personally
experienced a cross burning. Mr. Collins
is a trial lawyer who specializes in
business and commercial litigation at
Popham, Haile, Schnobrich & Kaufman.
He earned his bachelor's degree from
Harvard University and his law degree
from the University of Michigan where
he was an associate editor of the
Michigan Journal, of International, Law.
However, as a child in Mississippi in the
1960's a cross was left burning on his

HATE

front lawn. At an early age Collins had to
learn that there were people that didn't
know him personally who felt that he
had no worth because of the color of his
skin. His parents, who were civil rights
leaders, as well as all African -American's
living in Mississippi knew the message of
the cross, "the cross meant death." The
incident came directly after his parent's
had received death threats. The cross
was an act of terrorism meant to cause
fear which would lead to inaction by Mr.
Collin's parents in their pursuit of civil
rights. The cross did not effect Mr.
Collin's parents work however the .impact
of it has remained. Almost thirty years
later Collins' still thinks about the cross
burning almost every week
The next speaker, a fiery political
activist for nearly 55 years, Nellie Stone
Johnsoh, explained that cross burning
was just another manifestation of the
problems faced by African -Americans in
an inereas-ingly r aeisf society. M s.
J o.hnson noted that hate crimes agamst
Blacks we.re on the rise while the rights
gained by African-Americans in the last
thirty years were in danger of being lost.
Ms. Johnson has a lot of experience to
back up her statements. She helped to
organize the hotel and restaurant workers
in the 1930's. Later she was a mentor to
the late Hubert Humphrey on civil rights.
She has worlcad for the Democratic Farm
Labor Party si.nce its formation and },9'.,
been a member of the DFL affi.rmativ,

Cont. on pg.4

SPE ECH:

IN SEARCH OF CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITS
by Pmfessor Michael St88119011
On June 1, 1990, between 1:00 and
3:00 A.M ., a 17-year-old juvenile, R.A V.,
along with a group of other young white
males-six in all- participated in three
cross-burnings that we.re directed at or
appeared to be directed ~t black families.
R.A.V. and one of his friends in the
group were the primazy instigators.
At the house where he was staying,
R.A.V. made a cross out of dowels from
the legs of a broken chair, taped a
propane tank to the cross, and carried it
across the street from the house where
he lived to the home of a black family,
where they planted the cross in the lawn.
They covered the cross with paint
thinner and ignited it. All six participants
knew thatthe home was occupied by

Blacks.
There are five children in the family,

ranging in age from six months to nine
years. The father heard voices in his yard
but saw no one when he looked out his

window. Instead, he saw a large Hame
burning in his yard. He was concerned
because his was the only black family in
the immediate neighborhood.

Police visited the neighborhood and,
after they left, the group placed a second
cross on the boulevard across the street
from the complainant's house. RA.V.
was involved in the placing andlighti:ng
of that cross as well. While that cross was
burning the group went to a nearby
apartment complex. They lit a third
cross in the parking lot of the complex,
which is the residence of several black
families.
The follnwing d11Y R.A.V admitted,
and in one instance bragged, to two
separate witnesses about his involvement
in the cross burning.
Most people would regard the
conduct of the group with disgust. It is
justsnch conduct, when mixed with a so
called political message, that tests the
limits ofthe First Amendment when
government seeks to regulate the.
conduct, with a consequent impact on
the expression. In broader terms, it
raises questions of political correctness.
R A.V. was charged in two counts with
a violation of Minn. Stat. §609.2231,
subd. 4(bias-motivated assault in the
fourth degree) and St. Paul, Minn. Leg.

Code §292.02l(bias motivated assault).
He was also ~ e d with violating the
following St. Paufcity ordinance
gave.ming bias motivated disorderly
conduct: "Whoever places on public or
private property a symbol, object,
appellation. charactem.ation or graffiti,
including but not limited to a burning
cross or Nazi swastika, which one knows
or has reasonable ground to know
arouses anger, alarm, or resentment in
others on the basis of race, color, creed,
religion, or gender commits disorderly
conduct and shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor.ff

Thetrialcount dismissed the charge
prior to trial on the grounds that the
ordinance-violated the Fust.Amendment
because it regulated expressive conduct.
J.n fu Mtitterof the Welfare ofRAV., the
Minnesota.Supreme Court upheld the St
Paul.city ordinance that prohibited bias
motivated disorderly conduct. The Conrt
granted the state's peti!:kmfor accelerated

reviewandreverned the district court,
holding that the ordinance was
constitutional if limited to cases involving

Cont. on pg.4

KOREA
VIEWS ON U.S. - INITIATED MSA NEGOTIATIONS J:OR STEEL TRADE
The Steel Voluntary Restraint
Agreements (VRA) negotiated under
President Reagan's Steel Trade
Liberalization Program is due to expire
on March 31, 1992. If successfully
concluded, the VRAs will be replaced by
the Multilateral Steel Agreement (MSA).
M SA negotiations are currently
underway among some 30 steel
producing countries. The participating
countries include members of the
European Community and several Asian
countries.
The goal of U.S. negotiators is to
eliminate most foreign subsidies on steel,
in return for removal of quotas currently
applicable to most U.S. steel imports.
The U.S. is also seeking an accord that
would allow the continuation of domestic
subsidies for activities such as research
and development, but prolribit
government grants or capital infusions
for ongoing operations. The draft
agreement also provides a gradual
reduction of all tariffs on steel products
over a longer period (ie. 10 years).
I believe the VRA will come to
an end. In fact, a number of developing
countries have been critical about the
compelled recognition of the s~alled
"grey area measures" in the VRAs and in
the Orderly Marketing Agreement
(OMA), for it is contrary to the provisions
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) and the principles it
stands for.
Actually, the concept of
selectivity has not been formally
accepted by the GATT, even though it
has received some measure of practical
acceptance, particularly among advanced
developing countries. Acceptance is
signified by a bilateral voluntary export
restraint (VER), or by an unilateral
imposition by exporting countries
because of explicit and/or implicit
warning by the importing country. The
warning is made due to the likely
consequences of unrestricted trade.
Traditionally, the "importing
countries" refer to the United States and

the European Community. These
countries have attempted to protect
their domestic industries that cannot
meet the competitive atmosphere of free
trade. Typical products which so far have
been the subject of VER or OMA range
from steel to motor vehicles. This has
been true particularly in the case of steel.
VRAs on steel were concluded in 1969,
1972, 1982, 1984 and 1989, initiated by
U.S steel producers. Countries adversely
affected have either consented or
acquiesced to the anticipated industrial
injury. Thus, to this date, no individual
VRA has been disputed before a GATT
panel, although a GATT panel had the
occasion to handle a textile trade dispute
in 1981 between Hong Kong and
Norway. In that dispute, the panel
attempted to bring VRAs within the
terms of GAIT rather than treating it as
"sui generis" as has usually been the case.
The nature of a VRA is such that
the parties understand neither will file
anti-dumping or counteivailing lawsuits.
Unfortunately, this has not been so. For
example, in September 1991, the
Coalition of American Steel Pipe
Manufacturers filed anti-dumping suits
against five steel pipe producing
countries, including Korea, Mexico,
Brazil Taiwan.
Why, then, is the United States
going to shelve the Steel VRA? It seems
to me that the United States intends to
seek refuge on its anti-dumping or
counteivailing duty laws. Even the "buy
American" concept does not give
--adequate protection. United States steel
producers in Pennsylvania, Ohio and
Indiana do not believe that the steel
VRAs alone will resolve the steel trade
issue. The United States must have~ also
realized that the voluntary export
restraint scheme (which is actually
involuntary) is not likely going to be
recognized by the trading countries any
further after the Uruguay Round of
Multilateral Trade Negotiations is
concluded sometime in 1992. From all
indications, these factors must have

prompted the United States to initiate
the MSA.
Consequently ,cases grounded on
anti-dumping and countervailing duty
laws are anticipated to increase upon the
conclusion of the MSA. But can such
lawsuits save the U.S. steel industry? I do
not believe so. The Department of
Commerce and the U.S. Trade
Representative have often expressed the
difficulty in establishing material injury, a
crucial factor in order to successfully
pursue an anti-dumping case, especially
in light of the continuing decline of
imports.
The U.S. steel industry may feel
it necessary to utilize anti-dumping and
counteivailing complaints as a bargaining
chip for the MSA negotiations. As a
matter of fact, in 1991, the U.S. Treasury
Department and the U.S. Customs
Service issued regulations providing for
various import restrictions and sanctions
on steel products on a selective basis
(country of origin). Of course, politics
may have had a part in the formulation of
these regulations. Nevertheless, it
resulted in the preferential treatment of
some U.S. industries at the expense of
other U.S. industries, naturally in the
guise of federal trade policy.
In
reality,
"American
manufacturers have been forced to
grovel before Commerce Department
officials for each ton of specialty steel."
James Bovard, 'Fair Trade' is Unfair,
Newsweek, p. 13, Dec. 9, 1991. As
correctly pointed out by Mr. Bovard,
restrictions on the importation of steel
crankshafts in 1987 hurt U.S.
diesel-truck engine manufacturers;
restrictions on ball-balling importation
imposed in 1991 on flat panel computer
display hurt the U.S. computer industry.

Id.
It is my view, therefore, that in
order to regain and sustain the
international competitiveness of the U.S.
steel industry, U.S. steel producers and
the U.S. government must join hands and
faithfully comply with the principles of

free trade. They must not rely on
counter-productive lawsuits. Lawsuits
should be the last and least desirable
solution, not the primary means to
protect the U.S. steel industry. Pure
hard work, not court proceedings and
bickering, would better reward the
efforts of the United States.
Mr. Yukyun Shin is a
third year student and
also a Director of
Korean
Customs
Administration. He
originally spent over l4
years in the Korean
Ministry of Finance by assuming various jobs
relating to international finance and trade
including negotiations on CATT and
UNCTAD related matters. He wrote several
books and a number of articles on
international trade in Korea. Recently, he
wrote a paper Identifying Export Subsidies
jointly with attorneys of Dorsey & Whitney,
which was presented to the International
Trade Conference held in June, l99l, at
Georgetown Unfoersity Law Center in
Washington, D.C
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either "fighting wonk,~ "those which by
their veiy utterance inflict injury or tend to
incite an immediate breacb ofthe:peace"
wi.tmn the meaning of Chapl-insky v. New
Hampshtre, or conduct that is " ~ d to
inciting orproducing.imminent lawless
action and is likely to incite or produce such
action" within the meaning of Brandenburg
v. Omo. .
.
RA.V. filed a petiti0n for certiorari in
the Supreme Cowt ofthe United St.ates.
The petition was granted on June 10, 1991.
R A V.'s summary of argmnent opens .
with the following statement: in an effort
to legislate social tolerance, the City of St
Paul pasred a: broad and sweeping
ordinance prohibiting a wide range of
intolerant expression. Petitioner, charged
with delinquency for allegedly aiding others
in placing a burning cross in a black family's
~ , chall;nges the CQn$tutionalily ofthe
ordinance.
The respondent's summary ofargument
justifies the narrowing cxmstruction ofthe
Minnesota Supreme Court, and argues that
the ordinance is constitutional even ifft is
content-based: "Even ifthe ordinance is
assumed to be content-based, a compelling
state interest exists to support it- protecting
victims from violation oftheir basic human
rights to self-esteem and security as
members ofgroups historically subject to
discrimination. The ordinance is narrowly
.drawn to reach these goals.
Racial, religious, and gender-speci.6.c,
bias-motivated: conduct deters the most
imporamt aspect of speech, the establishing
ofdialogue. On balance, the minimal First
A.m.endmentrif):rt:s of one who
clandestinely bums a cross in an African
American's yard are fdr 0utweighed by the
rights oft.he victims to live where theywish
in peace:'

Views concerning the impact of the case

vary. In one view, the case simply presents
a DJlll"OW issue ofwhether the St Paul
ordinance, as narrowly construed by the
Minnesota Supreme Court, is
constitutioDal under the p ~
ChaplmiktJ and Brandenburg tests.
Others see the case as·having a significant
impa.ct on the constitutionality ofcollege
CROH8URNIN8

speech codes and hate crime statutes. Still
others see it as presenting the Court with
an opportunity to reconsider the

Chaplmsky test.
At its narrowest, the ordinance is
directed to conduct that focuses on
specifically identified members ofa
minority group, with the intent to terrorize
them. On such a view, the First
Amendment is only remotely implicated, if
at all, At its broadest it is an11ttem;pLto
legislate social tolerance, as petitioner
argues. The First Amendment concern is
that there will be an official orthodoxy, and
that deviatipn from that orthodox wiILresult
in the imposition ofcivil and criminal
penalties, which in tum will stifle speech.
The petiliorier's argument runges on the
overbreadth docbine. If the Chaplinsky
narrowing argument is not accepted, then
there is a content-based restriction that
creates difficulties. Ifthe statute is content
based, it may be attacked on the grounds of
overbreadth, and, if it is not subject to a
narrowing construction, it will be declared
unconstitutional Even if not overbroad,
the content-based legislation is subject to
strict scrul:inf and will not be sustained
unless the government demonstrates a
compelling state interest and establishes
that the law is narrowly tailored to achieve
that purpose.
The over breadth doctrine permits an
individual. who~.conduct may clearly be
prohibited by statute to attack the statute
on the grounds ofoverbreadth because the
statute threatens others who are not before
the court and who maynotrisk a violation
ofthe statute in order to test its

constitutinnafu.

If the statute is subsbmtiaily overbroad, it
is not enforceable against anyone,
"including the party before the court, until it
is narrowed to reach only unprotected
activity,whether by legislative action or by
judicial construction or partial invalidation"
Ifthe statue is suhstantiaily overbroad and
not susceptible ofa nanuwing construction,
the reviewing court will have to declare the
statute nnconstitutional in its entirety.
Irrespective ofhow the case is decided
by the Supreme Court, the exceipts from

cont. from Pg. 1

action commission and the DFL Feminist in front of the Supreme Court that the St.
Caucus. She pushed for passage of the Pan! hate crime ordinance should be
Minnesota Fair Employment Practices Act upheld He stated tbattbe "fighting words"
of 1955,. which led to the creation of the doctrine ~ d _ the exoeption_to the First
Minnesota Human Rights Department. Amendment to actions targeted at
She traveled to Aftica with Vice President individuals which "inflict injury or incite
Walter Mondale for the U.S. State immediate breach of peace." Therefore
Department in 1980 and was appointed to the ordinance could not be used, for
the Minnesota State University Board by example, against individuals protesting the
Gov. Rudy Peipich in 1982. Ms. Johnson govemment through flag burning. Mr.
felt that econ0mic disadvantage was the Foley did not believe that the framers of
biggest problem facing African f\mericans the First Amendment meant it to protect
today. The highest unemplopnent rates acts ofterrorism.
The last speake:i;. Edward J. Cleary,
for African-American m.ales in decades
combined with other problems such as Ramsey County Public Defender since
inad~quate education have caused many · 1980, represents indigent. clients ~ felony,
African -Americans to do whatever they misdemeanor, and juvenile cases. He
can to make money. Ms. Johnson stated. represented ~ defendant RA.V. in front
"A person is going to do something to raise of the Supreme Court claiming that the St.
their kids .. " This has resulted in a Paul hate crime ordinance was
disportionate number of African American unconstitutional. Mr. Cleary stated that
men ~ killed or put in jail. "Genocide there was no question th.at cross-burning
is at the black person's door," stated Ms. aimed at individuals was terrorism. The
question is not whether or not cross
Johnson.
burning
is a crime but what law should be
The last two speakers focused on the
constitutionality o£ the St Paul hate-crimes used to prosecute it. He believed that the
ordinance. In July 1990, Ramsey County ordinance, even narrowed by the Supreme
Judge Charles Finn .ruled that the Court, would endanger the First
ordinance was unconstitutional. The Amendment, if held constitutional. Mr.
Minnesota Supreme Court upheld the Cleary believed this ordinance would set a.
oF<linance, tmder a U. S. Supreme Court's dangerous precedent allowing for the
1942 exception to the First Amendment censorship of unpopular opinion. This
that allowed the goverwnent to limit prec.edent then co~be used in the future
"fighting words» that will spark violence. against there it WBS meant to protect now.
The speakers presented a variety of
The Supreme Court heard ~uments on
viewpoints
on a num her of issues.
December 4th of this year and is expected.
to rule on the constitutionality of the However, they all had in common a desire
to discuss issues effecting African
ordinance in a few montbs.
The third speaker was Thomas Foley, Americans in a program dedicated to a man
Ramsey County attorney since 1970 and who spent his life working for the rights of
respons_ible for the prosecution of all African Americans, Martin Luther King Jr.
felonies within.Ramsey County. He argued
PAGE 4

universily to talce affirmative steps to
the summaries ofargument raise the
broader social issue ofhow the state may
prevent further disruption ofPro£ Levin's
respond to bias-motivated speech. In more
classes.
The second case, UWM Post, Inc. v.
generalterms they:raise the .issue of
"palitical correctness~ or i'C."
BoardofRegents, considered the
Politi.all correctness has been defined as
constitationalify ofthe University of
WiscQnsin's ~code. In ?,.detailed rule,
"{m]arked by a progressive orthodoxy on
the code defined behaviors that would and
issues involvin.g race, gender, sexual affinity
would not constitute an offense under the
or ecology." Another description
code. The court summarized the
characterizes it as representing "th~
requirements for regulation under the rule.
subordination ofthe right to free~ to
[requirements omitted]
· the guarantee ofequal protection under the
At the time ofthe court's opinion, at least
law," noting that "[t]he absolutist position of
nine students had been sanctioned under
the Fust Amendment is that it lets you slur
the rule, for various types ofharassing
anyone you choose. The EC position is that
conduct.
a hostile environment for minorities
As in RAV., the plaintiffs cballenged
abridges their right to an equal education."
Views on the political correctness issue
the.regulati_on ongrounds of ovetbreadth.
differ. Some argue that it threatens
Also,~ inRA V., tbe university defended
destruction ofthe university, the rule oflaw, on the basis that the rule fell within the
lighting woros doctrine of Chaplmsky v.
or even Western civili7.ation. In
New Hampshire. In the alternative, the
counteipoint, others urge that is "is
univernly aiguedthat the speech was within
redressing of crimes against humanity, of
oppressions thatspan continents and
the categories thatthe Supreme Court
suggested in Chaplinsky were not protected
centuries,-and the giving ofa voice to gays,
minorities, women and the disabled, who
by the First Amendment, such as obscenity
and libel The university also argued that by
haven't been heard or recognmid in
analogy to Title VII law, the speech
Americanlaw and culture."
prohibition shouldbe upheld and, finally,
Pressures on college to operate in a
argued that ifthe regulation is overbroad, it
politically correct manner have been felt
should be.narrowed to apply onlyto
both in curricular debate and in the
controversy surro!lllcling speech codes.
unprotected ¥ech.
The court concluded that the regulation
Throughout this debate, noted the Bost.oo
was ovetbroad. [rullng omitted] The court
Globe, "[f]or libE;rals, the trip wire has been
the FustAmendmelit: the cherished.notion rejected other-arguments by tbe university
that, especially at a university, free and open to sustain the rule, refusing to accept any
balancing concept that would weigh against
discourse must be preserved at all costs."
The Fust Amendment is a trip wire even the interest in free speech opposing
in situations where the speech_ishurtful, as
interests such as the interest in creating a
nentral atmosphere in:whieh. all persons are
Justi<;ie Douglas majority opinion.in
TetT'11Mliillo v. Chicago, illustrates. [opinion entitled to eqttal educational opportunity.
OIIritted]
In conclusion, the court recogµized the
Two recent NL«P.s illnstmte some ofthe
problems created by bigot?yand
discriminatfon, and fhe corrosive effect cm
problems raised by the political correctness
education. However, weighing-these
issue. In the fust, Levine v. Harleston,
concerns ~ t h e ..absolute" freooom of
Levin, a tenured profes59r of philosophy at
speech in the United States.the oowt held
the City College ofthe City Unive.ISity of
that "[c]ontent~based prohibitions such as.
New Yrux, brought,suitin federal district
that in the -l:JW Rule, however well
court against Harleston, the president of the
intended, simply cannot survive the
university, under 42. U.S.C. ~1983, alleging
screening which our Constitution
that Harleston deprived him ofhis rights
demands."
wider the Firstand.Fourteenl:h
In the ~ o fthe Welfare ofRAV.
amendments.
raises constitul:i9IW questions which may be
The suit grew out of certain writings of
enswered narrowly or more broadly.
Pro£ Levin and~ reaction 9f-the
university to those writings. Prof. Levin had Whethertlie-decision in the case stands for
anything other than that a state or local
published and article, alettertb the editor
ofthe New Yark Times, and a book review
government may c;,r may not:a ~
~ statute that regulates
ct
that ~ e d in an Australianlaw journal
accordinJ?:to·the dictat(lS of Chaplinsky or
that were discriminatmy ~ Blacks.
Braooe:,J,u.rg, the case prompts
Although Levin was regarded as e. good
teaehei at the unive.raty; he came under fire consideration ofthe bmader social and
for the views he had exp~ even though constitutional concerns that have swfaced
as "pollti:cal correbtnes.<' issues. Those
those views did not influence the way he
concerns 11re not readily resolved because of
taught classes.
the First Amelltlnu~nt~es that are raised
Sm.dents involved in disruptions of his
by RAV., Leo£n,_ and UWM Post, Toe.
classroom were not discip}inecl by the
One potential avenue is to recognu.e that
university. He was asked to withdraw from
anindividual is entitled to protection from
teaching his required Introduction to
intentionallyinH.icti:d psychological harm,
Philosophy course, but he refused to do so.
nrespective ofwhether Ghaplin.sky or
The dean ofthe university provided forthe
Brandenburg are .met In cases involving
creation ofa shadow se¢1:ion to permit
tort claims for the inten,tionalinfliction of
students who were uncomfortable with
emotional di.stre_ss, where a peISOn is
Pro( Levins' views to enroll in an alternative
subjected to serious verbal harassment that
section. The president ofthe university
asked the College Faculty Senate to appoint results in severe emotional distress~ that
a faculty committee to invesaJ!,ate ch
of person is entitled tocrecover damages. That
sort ofconduct does not raise F"rrst
bias or racisril c:onceming_Prol: Levin,
Amendment concerns.
, the chair ofthe committee did notcSUpport
It is curious that when someone's
' the proposal. ooncluding that a.EPOintment
emotional distress is the result ofepithets or
ofsuch a committee would have a chilling
verbal assaults that relate to that person's
effect. The president appointed a
color, gender or sexual orientation,,E'irn
committee himsel£
Amemlment considerations are raised and
Deciding the case, Judge Conboy
presented as-an insunnountable hmdle to
opened bis opinion with this statement:
any form of compensation or punishment
"This case raises serious coflstitutioual
for the intentionallyinflictedinjwy.
questiqns j:hat go to the heart oftheir
Focused conduct, intendedto cause harm,
currentnational debate on what has come
to be denominated as 'po~ correctness" that is devoi? of~ poll~ m~e inthe
in speech and thought on the campuses of
broader sense ofptilltical sfie~ pemaps
should be subjectto regulation. Ifthe
the nation's.colleges and universities..,,
nw.dify of tbe Supreme Court's current
He concluded that Pro£ Levin's Fust
approach prevents consideration of
and Fourteenth Amendment rights were
violated by the defendants and permanently alternatives, the hate-speech problem will
continue with unclear constitutional
enjoined them from commencing or
boundaries.
·
threateningto commence disciplinary
Footrwtes omMed. &printe.dwiih
proceedings against him and from creating
permission ofthe Be,_im & Barof
shadow sections. He further reqniied tbe
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Quiz

by Paul Bard
This movie star comic was also a highly
skilled juggler. He drank a quart of gin a
day and was offered the role of the
wizard in The Wizard of Oz.
2)He was born in 1564, and as an old
man, this Italian scientist was threatened
with torture unless he recanted his belief
in the theories of the Polish astronomer
Copernicus
3)The life story of this vaudeville and
radio comedienne was played by Barbara
Streisand. She answered "With my
heart" when a reporter asked her how
she could love such a man as her
gambling, ne'er do well, first husband,
NickyAmstein.
4)This aircraft was p0wered by a single
Rolls Royce Vl2, and along with its
hangar-mate, the Hurricaine, is credited
with winning the Battle of Britain.
5)There is a center in the Twin Cities
named for this woman who was a
socialist, a devout Catholic, and who
spent her life working
with the poor.
6) In a song fro m the Beatles' album
Revolver, who is it who "picksup the rice
in a church where a wedding has been?"
7) One of the greatest architects of the

RUMPOJ,E,
A PROVOCATIVE CHARAClER
by Henry K. Evans

u

John Mortimer's mystery
Rumpole and the Age of Miracles
(Penguin 1988, $.495.) satirically
explores contemporary themes.
Horace Rumpole is John
Mortimer's fictional cynical barrister.
This character was first introduced in a
series of plays which errand Mortimer
the British Academy Writer of the Year
Award. These plays were adapted for
t elevision, and Rumpole' s popularity
grew. Soon this dramatic character was
recognized as a detective characteI on
the stage, television, and in writing.
Mortimer has writteri seven
Rumpole mysteries. Each of these
mysteries a collection of separate short
stories. The seventh Rumpole mystery is
Rumpole and the Age ofMiracles.
Mortimer fulfills the mystery
genre. All mysteries should contain a
suspenseful plot, an unknown that can be
logically deduced, and a likable
character.
Rumpole is a likable character.
He is not only the hero, but he is the
narrator: Rumpole is likable and
convincing narrator because he knows
what he enjoys and why he enjoys it.
Criminal law requires an expert
knowledge of bloodstain, policeman's
notebooks and the dark flow of human
passion, as well as the argot currently in
use round the Elephant and Castle. Civil
law calls for a close study of such
yawn-producing matters as bills of
exchange, negotiable instruments and
charter parties. It is true, of course, that
the most enthralling murder produces
only a small and long-delayed Legal Aid
cheque, sufficient to buy a couple of

PACES

I

Twentieth Century, this · German who,
immigrated to the United States in 1938,
was the "father of the International
Style" and coined the phrase "Less is
more."
8) Before he had her head chopped off,
Henry VIII's second wife, Anne Boleyn,
bore him a daughter. Who was Anne
Boleyn's daughter?
9) This African-American author was
named after a famous Nineteenth
Century American essayist and poet. He
wrote this novel Invi8ible Mp.n.
10) This Argentine race car driver won
the Grand-Pm championship ·five times
in the l950's·; and is considered the
greatest racer of all time. The
Encyclopedia Britannica describes his
driving style as "smooth and safe."
BONUS QUESTION: You are in a
spaceship travellng at a velocity near the
speed of light. A stationary observer
would see that something strange has
happened to your clock. What is it?
(The type of clock makes no differed)
Hint: All biological processes on the
spaceship are affected in the same way.
The contestant to answer the
most questions correctly will win his or
her choice of a case of Landmark beer
(support your SL Paul indusbies) or a case
of pop.

dinners at some Sunday supplement
eateries for the learned friends who
practice daily in the commercial courts.
Rumpole enjoys criminal law
because of the evidence. He is credible
because of his ability to express his
honesty.
Mortimer develops a great plot.
His plots can be divided into two
categories: a legal plot, and an
interpersonal plot.
The legal plot is the traditional
mystery: did Rumpole's client murder
the deceased. Mortimer modifies from
this traditional formula by substituting
other legal questions for murder through
out the seven stories. For example, did
Rumpole's client commit liable, heresy,
insider trading, and terrorism.
The interpersonal plot is
Mortimer's subplot. These plots include:
Rumpole's health; his relationship with
SHE WHO MUST BE OBEYED, i.e.
his wife; relationship with the judges, and
his colleagues problems. Sometimes
these subplots are also "~uh-mysteries."
Mortimer expresses his attitudes
on different social issues: Freedom of the
Press, Church and State, the English
Aristocracy,
Women's
Rights,
Homophobia, and Affirmative Action.
His attitudes are his themes. Mortimer,
express a Kantian idea in these themes.
He illuminates how people will use these
issues as a means for their selfish ends.
Rumpole, however, who is a paternalistic
barrister, legitimizes these issues by
concluding that British Society needs to
address them. Rumpole does this
through his narratives and legal
representation. He express how these
issues tantalize the English Speaking
Legal Systems.
Mortimer's plots are concisely
constructed, and further analysis would
ruin their outcome. His Rumpole is
entertaining, suspenseful, and irksome.

Phi Alpha Delta
I.Aw FRATERNITY

to students, the law school, the
profession, and the community.

Founded in 1902 in South Haven,
Michigan, by a group of Chicago area law
by Eric K. Mohn
students, P.A.D. has a distinguished
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity lineage of members including five United
International (P.A.D.) is the world's States Presidents and the Honorable
largest international legal organization Warren E. Burger, Retired Chief Justice
with chapters nationwide and in Canada, of the U_nited States, and William
Puerto Rico, and Mexico. Almost one Mitchell alumnus. P.A.D. members
out of every seven American -attorneys is currently include 19 U.S. Senators, 43
a member. P .A.D. is open to all students U.S. Representatives, and many U.S.
at William Mitchell regardless of race, Governors and federal jurists.
color, sex, or religion. All interested
students are encouraged to join P.A.D. If you are interested in joining or merely
William Mitchell's Butler chapter is finding out more about P .A.D., fraternity
currently in a rebuilding phase and meetings will be listed in the Docket and
opportunities exist for those who want will be posted throughout the school.
more than a mere "social" experience. For information you can also contact
P.A.D. provides the opportunity to Ardis Nohner Black at 789-4398, or Eric
become involved in a professional Mohn at 690-9604.
organization with a rich history of service

Elections for next year's SBA Board of
Governors are coming up around the first
week in April. As a result of the new
SBA Constitution adopted last year,
there are changes in the make-up of the
Board and the election process that need
explanation.

Bar Association, and are e lecte·d by
everybody.

The SBA Constitution defines the
purpose of these positions as follows in
Article III, sec. 3{a){ii): "[i]n recognition
of the value of diversity, the two at-large
representatives shall be elected by< all
A.ssociation members." Additional
First, there will be four representat
nnouncements shall be forthcoming
each from the second and third year giving greater detail to the nomination
classes. In each of these classes, there process and deadline, and the time of the
will be two representatives from the day elections. The elections will.be held in
program, and two from the evening Hachey Commons.
program. This means the distinction by
specific section has been eliminated in Spring Dance
favor of the broader day/evening Although the exact place and date of the
distinction. Conse·quently, there will be Spring Dance were not set at the time of
candidates on your ballots from outside the deadline for this issue of iThe
your section, but (at least theoretically) Opinioni'., keep your eyes out for this
the candidates will be on the same track upcoming event. Once again, this should
3 year or 4 year as you. Unchanged is the prove to be a good chance to get out for
some dancing and the like. Also, you get
election of two representatives from the
a chance to meet the Alumni/ae of
fourth year students.
Mitchell. Think of this as the start of a
Second, there will be two at-large tradition you and your classmates will
representatives to the Board. As the continue beyond your student days.
name suggests, these representatives ,
need only be members of the Student
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT?

The State's Budget Problem.:

·A RESPONSIBLE
by Nico Tablbl J.D. candidate 1991
Last week I attended a program entitled,

Sexual Harassment: What It Is and
What It Does. This program was a panel
discussion sponsored by the WMCL
Womyn Law Students Association. The
panel was made up of two attorneys, a
counselor, and a WMCL student all of
whom are dealing or have dealt with
sexual harassment issues. The program
was both interesting and educational.
Although the student turnout was high, I
wish more students would have attended
this program. The members of the
Womyn Law Students Association did a
great job in organizing this event, and
they should be thanked for their efforts.
What inspired me to write this letter was
the reaction of some of my fellow student
friends to my plans in attending this
program. Their reactions were mostly of
three kinds: 1) "Why do you want to go ..
.?;" 2) "I didn't expect to see you or any
other male here ... ;" and 3) was a long,
complex staring look.

My response to the first and second kind
of reaction was that I would like to learn
more about sexual harassment. I know
what constitutes sexual harassment, or at
least I think I do, but what I hoped to
learn more about was "what it does" and
"what can ·be done about it." Carol
Overland, a first year student at WMCL,
who experienced sexual harassment in
her previous profession, and Marjory
Singher, a counselor and program
coordinator with Sexual Offense Services
of Ramsey County, provided excellent
answers and information to what I had
hoped to learn.

My response to the third reaction was (as
I told myself), "I this a right place for a
male to be?" The third reaction,
which,h, was a long, complex staring
look, came from a person who seemed to
be one of the organizers of this program.
She looked at me from the time I walked
into the room up until the time I sat
down on a chair. The first thoughts that
I had about this staring look was, maybe
this meeting is open to members of the
Association only or maybe there is an
admission fee that I must pay. I quickly
checked in the Docket for this
information. There was no admission
fee, and the program was open to
evel)'one. Later, I asked myself, "Is this
a right place for a male to be?'' I was one
of the first people entering the room, and
as more male students showed up, I felt a
little more relaxed.
I do recognize my imperfections, and I
know I could be wrong, but I can swear
that the staring look I got last week was
the same staring look that we got from
our kindergarten teacher when she
would find us in the sand box at the time
that we were not supposed to be there!
We are or will soon be professionals who
are trained to deal with and hopefully
solve certain social problems. We should
recognize that the first step in dealing
with a social problem is the ability to
listen to, and the willingness to
understand others who present such an
issue for discussion. A pleasant
atmosphere is necessal)' for these types
of discussions. What better place than an
institution for higher education such as
our school?

SOLUTION

by Mike Latimore

A study of consultants from Duke
University and Syracuse University shows
how to restructure state aids based on
need. The consultants calculated 1) what
it costs each city to provide a basic set of
services, and 2) each city's ability to raise
revenue to pay for those services. The
gap between costs and revenues, if any,
expresses the community's "need."
Revision of the state's payments to local
A responsible solution contains a mix of governments based on that need could
l) increased revenues through save the state about $120 million.
elimination of some tax expenditures,
e.g., tax deductions, 2) restructuring state The final one-third of the deficit should
aids to local governments, and 3) budget be made up through spending
reductions. Each separate item should reductions. [Note: The budget does not
have to actually be reduced; the growth
help close about one-third ofthe deficit.
in the 1993 budget just has to be slowed
First, the state could eliminate about to the rate of inflation.].
$100 million in "tax expenditures" (i.e.,
tax exemptions, deductions or credits). One of the main areas of focus for
In essence, elimination of tax spending control should be the public
expenditures is a tax increase; however, health care budget. This area ofthe state
the action gets around some of the budget has become a monster and is
political problems associated with more growing at three times the rate of the
obvious tax increases, e.g., an income tax total budget. Eligibility levels should not
hike. Repeal of some exemptions, be lowered, as that would aggravate the
deductions, and credits would raise problem of the uninsured; however,
revenues without appearing to most of some services should be limited or even
(e.g.,
chiropractic).
the public as a tax increase. (This is eliminated
important in an election year.) In Minnesota provides more ~ervices to
addition, such a revenue-raising effort individuals on public health care
averts damaging the state's business assistance than any other state.
climate, which is usually defined by the
rates of the major taxes, i.e., income, Across-the-board reductions of about 2
percent should be made to help evenly
property, and sales taxes.
spread the pain of spending controls.
The property tax exemption for revenue Exemption of some areas of the budget
generating non~profit organizations (e.g., from the across-the-board cuts is
hospitals) should be partially repealed. sensible, e.g., K-12 and higher education
Revenue-generating non-profits should expenditures used for instructional
not be forced to pay the full property tax, purposes (non-instructional expenses
but should pay a municipal service fee to would be decreased).
cover the cost of city services beneficial
to the property (this would be about 25 Any state subsidization of private
percent of the normal property tax). The business ventures should be abolished. ·
state's aid to local governments could
Finally, the $400 million dollar budget
then be reduced.
reserve should not be used. A $1.3 billion
Presently the state foregoes $200 million deficit is projected for the next biennium
in revenue becauseof the income and the reserve must be saved for then.
exclusion for individual income tax
purposes of employer paid health The budget "reserve" is also a misnomer.
insuance costs. Reduction in the amount The 400 million dollars is not tidily
of health insurance costs allowed to be ticked away in some bank account that
excluded from income should occur. can be withdrawn at any time. This
Lower income individuals could be reserve is actually a cash-flow account,
and any use of it will require short-term
buffered from the change.
borrowing which aggravates the budget
Second, restructuring the way the state problem as the state, then, has an extra
provides aid to local governments could expenditure on interest.
save over $100 million. Currently, the
state gives financial support to cities and
towns so that they can keep their
property taxes down. The state-local
fiscal relationship, however, has become
so convoluted that many local
governments actually receive money
based on how much they spend, and not
on how much they need.

The State Government must close a $343
million budget deficit in the 1992
Legislative session. The number is
unusually high for a non-budgeting year.
Such a large shortfall will create a heated
debate at the State Capitol over whether
to cut spending, raise taxes, or use the so
called "budget reserve."
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Right to Confront Witneses and Copyright law:
Court of appeals cases at WIiliam Mitchell College of Law
A Minneapolis composer's claim that a
song in the movie Ghostbusters II was
pirated from a song he wrote, and the
claim of a Minnesota man convicted of
child abuse that he was denied his right t
confront witnesses are at the heart of two
cases to be argued Tuesday, February 11,
at William Mitchell College of Law
before a three-judge panel of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit.

The court is holding the hearing at the
law school to give students an
opportunity to see the court in action.
Following oral argument, students will be
able to question the judges about
procedures, although not directly about
the issues the court will decide.
The first case, Derrick D. Moore v.
Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc., etc.

et al., involves Moore's claim that
Columbia Pictures, MCA Records, and
two other composers and a company they
operate infringed copyright in Moore's
composition "She Can't Stand It" when
they composed " On Our Own" for
Ghostbusters IL

Moore, who is lead vocalist, producer,
and arranger for the band "Exotic
Storm," appealed after a U.S. District
Court granted summary judgment in
favor of the defendants.

The oral argument, to be held in the law
school's Oppenheimer Courtroom, will
begin at 5:00 p.m: The session is open to
the public, although seating may be
limited. The court's usual rules will
apply. For more information, call
290--6400.

In the second case, Jeffrey Lee Ring v.
Robert A. Erickson, a man convicted of
sexually abusing his daughter and
another young relative claims that his
Sixth Amendment right to confront
andcro~xamine witnesses was violated.

G ET REA DY FOR S UMMER
by Heidi Schmid

The man's three-and-a-half-year-old
daughter was not called as a witness,
although videotaped interviews of her by
a police officer, a social worker, and a
medical doctor were- admitted into
evidence.

I gave up on the summer
Are you sick of Minnesota? clerkship search (because it
Are you tired of winter, and already had given up on me!)
cold, sunless days? Are you and opted for this route. To
tired of sending resumes, learn more about these
interviewing, and being summer programs, I first
rejected because "despite talked to other WMCL
your many fine qualifications
students who studied abroad
there was such a large last summer. Quite a few of
number of talented applicants my fellow classmates spent
that we are un;ible to offer last summer enjoying other
you a position at this cultures. Some students went
time????!"
on WMCL's own London
Pregram, some to Madrid,
Well, if you answer yes to any Spain, and one to Tel Aviv,
of the above questions, get Israel. The following are a
ready for the summer of 1992! sample of the responses my
Instead of trying to find a job adventurous
colleagues
in a frozen market, look for an evoked when asked about
unforgettable experience their experiences: "WOW!"
studying
abroad!
Yes, "Absolutely incredible ... it
unbelievably so, you can study was an unforgettable and
LAW in other countries. All unique experience" "There
programs are offered by U.S. are so tmanyi pubs!" and,
law schools and courses are finally, "If you want the party
taught in English. In addition of your life, go to Madrid, if
to all the fun, you will earn 3- you want something totally
8 inexpensively-priced credits different from what you've
applicable to your degree on a ever experienced before, go to
pass/fail basis. ·
Africa."

199 2 !
If spending your summer in

include room and/or board,

an exotic country sounds
enticing, start thinking about
it now. Application deadlines
are generally in March or
April. You can get additional
information about the
programs by looking in the
summer study abroad folder
in Student Services, and the
international ftle cabinet in
Room 105. Mail in the
business reply cards attached
to the program brochures to
receive additional information
and an application. Some of
the available destinations for
your summer are China,
Japan, Sweden, Scotland,
England, Ireland, Austria,
Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Israel, Kenya, Spain, Italy,
France, Greece, Switzerland,
Mexico, Chile, Guatemala,
Costa Rica, and others.

group trips, application fees,
etc. So before comparing and
evaluating the price of a
particular program with
others, make sure you are
aware of what the price
includes. Some programs
offer housing whether or not
included in the price, and in
others_, you may have to fmd
your own accommodations.
Additionally, airfare prices are
extremely varied, depending
on where your destination
lies. You may want to opt for
a cheaper method of air
travel, such as being a courier
for AirHitch or other
programs.

Most programs run from four
to eight weeks, depending
upon the number of credits
offered. Total costs may

Deciding where to go will be
the most difficult part of
studying abroad, but whatever
program you choose, I am
sure you won't be dis
appointed!

DIVERSITY WEEK
The Minority Affair Committee will
again sponsor a Diversity Week at
WMCL this year. The dates selected are
March 30-April 3. The purpose of
Diversity Week is to concentrate
programming relating to diversity issues
so as to provide a focus on these matters,
disseminate information, encourage
communication and understanding and
to stimulate thinking on important
contemporary concerns.

As was done last year, we hope that the

bulk of the programming will be
initiated by student groups. It you have
and idea for a topic, speaker, pannel
lecture or other event, please start
planning for thm now. The ~inority
Affairs Committee is will to provide
assistance with publicity and logistics as
well as some financial assistance in
appropriate cases.

A meeting will be held on Wednesday,
February 19 at 8:00 p.m. in room 213 to
discuss the status of plans for Diversity
Week. I hope that you, or someone from
your organization who will be working on
this project will be able to attend.

If you have any questions or if I can be of
any assistance in the meantime, please
contact me.
Paul J. Marino,
CHAii, MINORITY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
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The Superbowl, A S(l)urname, and the Budget
by Jee Kueltis
On Sunday, January 26th, the
Washington Redskins met the Buffalo
Bills in Superbowl XXVI, held at the
Metrodome in Minneapolis. Although
I'm an avid sports fan, my mind couldn't
help but wander during this three-hour
yawner. With the constant references to
the "skins" (as in Redskins) during the
broadcast, I considered the plight of
Native-Americans who are insulted at the
demeaning of their heritage by the use of
racial slurs in the names of sports teams.
We saw this same problem during the
1991 World Series when, sadly negative
stereotypes of Native Americans were
reinforced through the behavior of fans
in Atlanta. To me, there really isn't
much of a question to consider. The
names are offensive and should be
changed. Granted, these teams were
named when there was less social
awareness, but the time has now come to
change them. No one would be hurt by
the name changes and, in fact, society
would be helped in that it would
demonstrate social respect to an ethnic
group deserving respect.

AROUND

After realizing this was how I felt, I had
anotherproblem.
You see I'm the kind of person who
doesn't like to criticize a problem without
simultaneously offering a solution. My
problem now was to come up with a
name for the Washington football team.
Hmmmmmm ....? I've always thought
the name- of a sports team should be
representative of the region from which
the team comes. I hadn't wondered too
long when it hit me like a tax increase! <h<
The perfect name! With the simple
shifting of a few letters in the name
Redskins I came up with the perfect
name. From R-E-D-S-K-I-N-S to R-E
D-I-N-K-(S). Yeah, the Washington
Redink(s). That's pronounced red-ink, as
in what you wind up in ifyou spend more
than you take in. Now there's a proper
name for a team from Washington. It
seems appropriate also that a team from
Washington play in a game where there
is red-ink and bills (as in Buffalo) all over
the place. In fact, there is another team
from Washington, who plays the big
games under a dome as well, that has

THE

red-ink and bills all over the place.

situation.

Oh, yeah, the game. Well, it seems that

the Bills allowed a huge deScit to be

All kidding aside, lees advocate the
dumping of sports teamnames that are

created and even the fans of the Red~ink
lost interest because of this taxing

offensive, in favor of names that are rep
resentative of a society that respects all

LEAGUES

by Mark Curwin

NFL: Stupor13owLXXVIhas come and gone leaving in its-wake gleefulre.sta.uranteurs,
hoteliers, transportews,
entrepeneurs. Meanwhile back inthe real world, Minnesota
continues to struggle with the recession, homelessness, health care issues and the rest of
the smoigasboard ofsociety's problems. If only the self_:styled Minnesota eiitests would
draw as much attention and mai:shall as many resowces to attnck these problems es it did
the task ofentertaining the countiy's movers and shakers. Oh yeah, the game. As
expected it was a sleeper but you gotta love that half-time show!

ana
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Nill.: Why do they even have a regular season? They should start with a league playoff
to see who gets to play the Montreal Canadiens forthe Stanley Cup. Now that the Soviet
N ati.onal team is being decimated by defections to the pros. the Hahs are about the only
team which_ plays the game as it was intended. Defense, awesome goaltending. and
excellent position play. If the North Star.. ever listen to their coach Bob Gainey, a
longtime Hahs star, they too may begin to maintain a style ofplay which the Canadiens
have parlayedin!:o the most championships in league history. Good luck NoStars!
MLB: Don't get me wrong I am a Twins fan, but ifthis team thinks it is going to
co:znpet.e _for the pennant tlri.s year with the ~rung~ they are proj~ ~ht ~ow I
think 1 will watch a few games outdoors at Seibert field instead of wasting my time m the
Dome. They are going to have to score in amazing amounts to protect th~ unproven
arms
you gotta wonder whether or not some ofthose bats are starting to age just a
little bit. We will find outsoon as spring training is :riJdit around the comer. Maybe if
Kent Hrbek stays off the enlarged species list they will have a fighting chance. Play Balli

ana

NBA: TiIDberwo1ves victories remain as elusive as the team's namesake. Enough said,
bring back Bill.Mussleman.
·
NCAA: The be~ ticket-in town has gotto be the men's Gopher basketball team. That is
ifyou can_get a ticket. The pros have great abilify but you can't find a better atmosphere
and fan involvement than in college hoops. The Gophs continue to surprise, but the
season is going to come to a dismal end if Vashon Leomud doesn't start to play like he did
early in the season. The team is not strong enough to win consistently without a big effort
from him. I still say they win 20 games this year. Elsewhere, the lady Gophs continue to
struggle and as usual the m~s hockey team continues-to excelin regular season play
while on their way to another post-seamm. choke and flOfl. Ahhh traditio8'
My picks for tlie NCAA extravagama at the Dome in Mardi: Duke, Indiana,
Syracuse, and UCLA.
If you are looking for same great sports entertaim:nent value ·fur your dollar, watch for the
UJi>OOming Bes lpsa cupliockey matclt between WMCL and Hamline. This annual
charity evem: is due sometime in March end the Mitchel team looks like it will again
sua:essfully defend its p0S.'le$lon ofthe cup. Come out and oheerthem to victoiy while
making a smal oonation :to a good cause!

Got a sports beef or opinion? Don't like my NCAApd<s? Dt-op us a 1iRe here at the
Opinion and we will give you. yaw·day ofinfamy too!
PACE8
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by Tom Cummings

BILLY'S

of offense, which makes sense for the dome.
Let's hope he doesn't sell us a lemon. (By the
way, the last used-()81" salesman to coach the
Gophers/ulled off some o~ his lepr~~
magic an won on New Years Day agam this

The genus of this piece occurred ~ Billy's year.)
following a forgettable fall semester
examination. The idea was to add some Gopher hockey: Maybe a new coach will
sports coverage to The Opinion. The topic of help. Maybe not. With the best pool of
sports may not be PC, but this piece is not talent to choose from year after year.the
intended to be "political." (Nor ~correct" for Gophers sboolcl win a national. title. (Enough
that matter.) AB such, I am submitting some said-I'm a 'Dongs fan_anyway.)
opinionated, unsubstantiated ramblings about
sports. (Please note that all conclusions are Boris 13ecker: Maybe a new coach. will help.
un:supp;>rted by sound reasoning.)
Maybe not. Becker lost to McEnroe in the
Australian Open. As much as 1- embrace
The Vikings: Maybe a new coa.eh will help. Mac's retmn ID competitiveness, fhate. to see
Maybe not. The Mmatador" defense led by someone as talented as Becker slip frmn lhe
Joey Browner was at least as uninspiring !lS scene. Although I have no beefwithlan
the H-bomb.S'play. Dennis Green will have What's-his-name (Becker~s coach and
his work cut out for him, especially since the Maevisor"), Becker needs an attilnde change.
Vikings still have no IDp draft picks
this year.
NBC Sports: Maybe a aew coach will help.
Maybe not. The Genius is being replaced by
The T-Walves: Maybe a new coach will help. Bill Parcells. I was just beginning to errjoy
Maybe net The of« Bill Musselman system: Hill Walsh's pompous comparisons to the
hardworlting defense, but na offense. The 49er's. (Not to mention his explanations of
new Jimmy Rodgers system: mediocre the importance of poiseBO. Let's .h ope
defense, but no c,ffense. But then again, Parcells can find a sense of hWUOf. After all,
talent wins in the NBA, not coaching. (Or foatball is just twenty-two overgrown men
semetbing like that.)
che.sing a ball a.rouncl a cow pasture. Her,
what's Dandy Don doing these days anyway?
Gepbe:r footbalL M.ayhe a new coach will
help. Maybe not. Wacker has the personality
and enthusiasm of a used-car salesman. lie
alse brings wi.lh him .a more wide open style
0
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"He disliked bars and bodegas. A clean,
well-lighted cafe was a very dilferenl
thi.ng."
-Ernest Hemingway

THE BLUES SALOON
601 Western Ave. N.
228-9959
As a friend and I were getting out

ofher truck in front ofthe Blues Saloon, an
upwardly mobile couple in their late 40's,
came up and asked, "Do you know where
that bar-saloon thing is?" I said, "You mean
the Blues Saloon?" He replied, ''That's it!"
I pointed at the Saloon and the two were off.
Upwardly mobile40-year-olds are some of
what the BLues Saloon is. The Audi and
Volvo stationwagons parked in a
neighborhood that is more used to seeing
stripped-down Monte Carlos is a sign that
the Saloon exists.
We avoided the downstairs bar of
the Saloon, whichalwaysshouldbeavoided.
Too many pool tables and scary people. We
ascended the steps to the upstairs bar/music
hall and paid the $7 cover - we were there
to see Earl King from New Orleans.
When you walk into the bar, the
first thing to hit your eyes is black. The
walls and ceiling are black, the bar and stage
are black, and the speakers and floor are
black (well, dark anyway).
The crowd was the usual type for
a big out-of-town act. Ten percent of the
people were blues fanatics, 10 percent were
Blues Saloon regulars, 20 percent were
middle-age couples out on the townbecause
there was nothing to rent at the video store,
20 percent were young people out on the
town because there was nothing better to
do, 20 percent were bohemian deadbeats
wearing more black than Johnny Cash, and
the remaining 20 percent were people who
either didn't want to be there or weren't
quite sure where the hell they were.
The Saloon is a big square box.
The ceiling is about30 feet high, and as you
enter a thing balcony hangs over your head
(rememberKansasCity). Thefloorspaceis
filled with tables and chairs. In the corner,
a cluttered small stage awaits. We worked
out way through the crowd and found some
friends who were saving us seats (a good
idea). We were a half-hour late, but so was
the band, so our timing was perfecL
TheButaneswereboththeopening
act and back-up band for Earl King. They
played the opening set and the crowd stirred
alittle. Most people talked theirway through
the music and waited for the alcohol to kick
in. A friend gave me an hour-long stogie.
As I smelled it, a woman sitting at the table
next to me said, "Don't tell me you 're going
to smoke that thing here?" I leaned back
and said, "No, but I'll be smoking a water
bong later." Her Mediterranean boyfriend
snarled and as I lit up the stogie, they fled.
From what I don't know -- at the end of the
night the Saloon is as smoky as any blues
barin any city in the world (with the possible
exception of L.A.).
As the Butanes continued to play,
a guy and gal began dancing. Only one guy
and gal. They were the only ones dancing.
The thing is though that these two were,
how should I put it, fools. He hada brown
Hawaiian shirt, white pants, and a Greg
Brady hair helmeL She was pure Dorothy
Hammel with her Sears clothes andK-Mart
shoes. As these two shuffled away doing
their"I'm wearing Depends undergarment"
dance, we ordered drinks. Bottles ofMiller
Lite were $2.50 and shots of snakebite are
$3.00. That's all I drank that night so this
review may become a little foggy. There
are no free drinks for the designated driver
so bring enough money to pay for their
Cokes.
I had the snakebites (a chilled shot
ofYukon Jack and Roses lime juice) atabar
off the main room. It's kitty-comer from
the stage and a few steps down. It looks like
a Greek island cafe with black anti white
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Before they painted the bathrooms there
checkered floors. Pictures of the deities
was graffiti in the boy's room that said ''F-
who have-played the saloon hang on the
Thatcher" and underneath someone wrote
wall.
"and the horse she rode in on."
After a break the Butanes came
The Half Time is split into two
back with a five-piece horn section. Earl
rooms upstairs, and one down. The rooms
King's entrance was pure James Brown.
upstairs are cut in half by the bar. On one
The saxophonist announced ''Ladies and
side is pool tables and standing area, on the
gentlemen, I am proud to present, from the
other is tables and a stage. Wednesday,
Crescent City -- New Orleans, Louisiana,
Friday, and Saturday nights they have a
the showman of showmen, the King of
Cool, EARL KINGGG !!!" As Earl made - band, always from Ireland. I've seen
Penniwistle, the Irish Brigade, The Wicklow
his way through the crowd, the energy level
Mountaineers, and others. They all were
ofthe place tripled. He hit the stage, swung
great.
on his guitar and moved the joint three feet
In the basement are two bocce ball
over. The dancing Fools were joined by
courts. I dido 'tsay Erin go BocceorCounty
throngs ofother hoofers. The horn section
Kilbocce, I said bocce-- the game played by
overpowered the Butanes both visually and
fat duci outside of Palermo on a ·warm
musically. Earl himself was playing crazy
summer day: It begs thequestion, Irish guys
in his brown shiny suit and flapboard shoes.
playing Bocce, "What's next, Guido the
By the end of the night I was even dancing,
leprechaun?" It is in the basement and that
right up front, paying homage to Earl and
means you have to walk around the heater to
thehorns. Theshownendedatl:20am. We
get to the other side ofthe courL The bocce
crawled back to our table to grab our coats
is a blast, but with only two courts it's hard
and finish our beers. My friend Ray, who
to get a game in.
was coming with us, tookoff. Hewas leaving
Some words of advice when going
his car at the Saloon and taking the Sober
to the Half Time. Get there before 8 p.m. or
Cab -- my other friend's truck. I went to
it's a pain in the butt trying to find a table.
look for him and I found him backstage in a
small carpeted room talking to the band. As
the band ate chicken wings and smoked, I
made my way over to Earl. I told Earl that
he was great that night and had him sign a
dollar bill {I have no idea why). I had to ask
him where he got his suit and he informed
me, "He dun' haditalon' time." WetalkC'd
about his guitar, which was a Fender, shook
hands, and booked.
HALF TIME REC

1013 Front Ave.
488-8245
If you don't know what a black
and tan is, skip this review. It will mean
nothing to you.
I need to get two things out of the

way. First, get a driver when you go to the
Half-Time Rec. With songs like "Whiskey,
Whiskey, Nancy Whiskey," "I'm Drunk,
I'm Drunk, I'm Silly," and "What Do You
Do with a Drunken Sailor?" it's damn near
impossible not to become inebriated. The
second thing to tell you is that I'm Irish.
This shouldn't make a difference in how I
write this review, but it does. (WRITER'S
NOTE: For a minute there I almost broke
out into a soliloquy on Diversity but I'll
leave that to the politically-correct hacks
(granolas) and David Duke groupies (Nazis)
who endlessly opine themselves on the
subject in this paper.)
Instead of telling you what the
HalfTime is, I'll tell you what it isn 'L There
isn'ta T.V. set at every possible meridianto
endlessly inform you of what the hockey
scores from Saskatchewan are or to play
videotrivia(thenewestgameforthesexually
frustrated). Therearen'tanyBuffalowings,
or Super Grande Nachos, or Chili Our Way,
or Wienne Bar Burgers, or any of that.
There's popcorn for 25 cents a basket and a
candy machine. There aren't any
Watermelon, Blow Job,or Jawbreaker shots.
There are over IO types of whiskey, plus
Guinness, Harp, and Cider on tap. And
there are definitely no guys walking around
inZubaz and Oakley sunglasses (ever notice
that people with Oakley sunglasses spend
half their time telling you how expensive
they are?) There is a mixture of college
kids, middle age couples, old men, and
drunks. There's also an undercurrent of
granola people. These aren't your typical
granolas though. Sure, they have the stringy
hair, sandals, and unshaven legs, but they
also have huge white-knit sweaters, black
berets, aRd they're running guns to Belfast.

When you do find a table, make sure it's not
near a walkway or the waitresses will ask
you to move a thousand times. When you
order a pitcher (Harp goes for about $8 a
pitcher), make sure you get pint glasses,
anything less would be French. If smoke
bothers you~ bring Visine or don't go,
becauseataboutoneo'clocktheplacelooks
like Gary, Indiana in AugusL
A typical night at the Half Time
consists of searching for a table, crowding
around it, ordering pitchers, listening to
music, talking with your friends, and getting
drunk. This may be unappealing to some, or
even pathetic, but for me it's a little slice of
heaven. What I really love about this bar is
that while all the other great Irish bars in St.
Paul - Sweeney's, O'Gara's, Shannon
Kelly's, Patrick McGovern's, Gallivan's have gone to a yuppie-trash motif to survive,
The Half Time dido 'tand it's thriving. The
Half Time is a working man's Irish bar, and
although I'll never be a working man I
would rather go to a bar with bad paneling
on the wall and salt-of-the-earth waitresses,
than any bar with an "Alligator Shot Happy
Hour."
It'snosecretthatthisismyfavorite
bar in the Cities, but due to a terminal
condition I'm afflicted with (being a poor
law student), I don't get there as much as I
would like (which would beevery night).
But if you do go there, look for me and
maybe we could listen to music, talk, and
share a drink. Isn't that what life is about
anyway?

The Devoted Opinion
Staff Wish You a
Happy Valentine's Day
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7. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the
use of a set ofMBR/BRI outlines,
which can then be traded in for the
most current set when you take the
review course.

And for good reasons...
1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
Charles H. Whitebread, David
Epstein, and John Nowak.
2. Comprehensive Outlines Every area tested on the bar exam is
covered completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

8. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI
offers videotaped presentations to
help you prepare for final exams.
Admission is free to all students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.

4. Mini-Review Program - The
three day Mini-Review program is
held at the end of the regular course.
It includes capsulized multistate
outlines and additional lectures on
each multistate subject for last
minute reinforcement.-

9. $50.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $50.00 discount when
signing up for our Professional
Responsibility Review Course.

10. Minnea,polis Based Office -Our Minneapolis headquarters is
open every business day to serve
you. With MBR/BRI, you will get
answers, not recordings.

5. Day or Evening Classes During our summer course you have
the option of attending live evening
or videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

6. Excellent Facilities and
Convenient Location - The 1992
MBR/BRI course will again be held
at the University of St. Thomas,
O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the same location we have had for
the past 20 years.

Now you know why, year after year,
Minnesota Bar Review /BRI, Inc. is
the number one choice for bar exam
preparation.

For more information, contact your
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL REPRESENTATIVES
Raymond Bonnabeau

Matt Hanzel

Pepper Wang

Becky Dethmers

Jack Nelson

Sandra Woessner

Tyler Ellison

Daniel Seidel

Minnesota
Bar Review/SRI, Inc.

MBR/BRI .. . the leader in bar review.

